ACLU to Probe Violations of Union Democracy

NEW YORK, Jan. 31 — The American Civil Liberties Union is undertaking an investigation of widespread violations of members' democratic rights by officials of several AFL-CIO and CIO unions. The ACLU Board of Directors has approved the undertaking.

With some recent weeks the ACLU has been disturbed by reports of the unlawful harassment of union members by union officials acting in official capacities. In some cases these repressive practices have resulted in the closing or the terminations of union halls, the removal of union officers, the fining of union members, and even imprisonment.

The ACLU now plans to investigate whether such instances of unlawful harassment have occurred in certain unions, and if so, what can be done to prevent their recurrence. The investigation will be conducted by the ACLU's Union Rights Project.

Newark Banquet for Jim Kutcher Highly Successful

NEWARK, Jan. 30 — Stephen M. Slesinger, executive director of the New Jersey Kutcher Committee, reported a highly successful fund raising and dinner meeting held last night to support the militant and progressive movement of James Kutcher in New Jersey.

The banquet, sponsored by the Kutcher Civil War II Committee, marked the opening of the Kutcher campaign for primary political office in the state. A throng of some 500 attended, to include local and state labor leaders as well as professional workers, politicians, and civilian civilians.

According to Mr. Slesinger, the proceeds of the evening's festivities will be directed toward the support of James Kutcher as a candidate for the New Jersey State Senate. The Kutcher Committee seeks to present Kutcher's platform of social justice, labor solidarity, and civil rights progress to the electorate of the state.

White House Ultimatum Handled Mine Workers

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., March 1 (UP)—In a move to end the coal miners' strike, President Harry S. Truman yesterday gave the coal operators an ultimatum to return to work by March 15 or face another railroad strike and the possibility of a national emergency.

The ultimatum was delivered by the president in a face-to-face meeting with the Coal Operators' Foundation of America, which represents the majority of the nation's coal producers. The operators were given until March 15 to agree to a new contract with the United Mine Workers of America, the union representing the striking miners.

Truman's ultimatum came after a week of intensive negotiations between the union and the coal operators. The president's action was prompted by the threatened strike of thousands of railroad workers, who would be unable to move coal and other essential goods without the cooperation of the miners.

The president's ultimatum was received with mixed reactions. Some union leaders welcomed the move, saying it would help end the strike and restore national prosperity. Others criticized the president for not taking a stronger stance against the operators, who they said were trying to gain an unfair advantage in the negotiations.

By P. Forrest

BROWNSVILLE, Tex., March 1 (UP)—"No contract, no work" took on new significance last week when 4,000 railroad workers walked off the job in a stand to support the coal miners' strike.

The workers, members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, went out on strike to demand a new contract that would include wage increases and improved working conditions. The strike was part of a nationwide movement to support the strikers at the nation's coal mines.

The railroad workers' action was in response to President Harry S. Truman's ultimatum to the coal operators, who had refused to meet the union's demands. Truman's ultimatum was the latest in a series of efforts by the government to end the coal miners' strike.

Truman's ultimatum was met with a mixed reaction. Some railroad workers praised the president for his efforts to end the strike, while others criticized him for not doing enough to support the strikers.

PA. Miners Determined to Continue Battle

By W. Forest

MINERS, Pa., March 1 (AP)—"We will continue the battle until we win," declared John A. Lee, president of the United Mine Workers of America, at a rally Sunday night.

Lee's speech came as the miners prepared to renew their strike against the coal operators. The miners had been on strike since late last year, demanding higher wages and better working conditions.

Lee's statement was met with cheers from the crowd of thousands of miners who had gathered at the rally. The miners were determined to continue their fight until the operators gave in.

"We will not go back to work until we have the wages and conditions we deserve," Lee said. "We will not give up until we win."
Atomic Energy and Capitalist Society

By Arne Swedel

The mystery of atomic energy and its effects on society is a topic that continues to fascinate and perplex humanity. The controlled fusion of atomic nuclei in the nucleus of each atom releases a tremendous amount of energy, which is harnessed for various purposes, including nuclear power generation. This article delves into the complexities of atomic energy and its impact on society, exploring the role of capital in the utilization of this powerful resource.
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Yugoslav Job-Freeze

By John C. Wright

The Yugoslav job-freeze is a significant event in the context of the Cold War. It occurred when the Yugoslav government imposed a freeze on job mobility and wage increases, leading to a significant drop in productivity and a rise in unemployment. The reasons for this policy included the desire to control inflation and reduce the influence of foreign capital in the Yugoslav economy. This article examines the economic and political implications of the job-freeze and its impact on Yugoslavia and the broader global context.
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Washington Backs French Indo-China Puppet

By Charles Hankey

The French colonial government in Indo-China, under the leadership of General de Gaulle, adopted a new policy of détente with neighboring countries. This policy was aimed at improving relations with Vietnam and Laos, which had recently gained independence from French rule. The article discusses the implications of this policy and its effect on the region.
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2,200 Extra Copies of Miners' Edition Ordered by Brundage

Brundage, the editor of the Daily News, ordered an additional 2,200 copies of the paper to be printed in response to increased demand. The article highlights the importance of local newspapers in maintaining community engagement and providing timely news.
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Spotlight on Union Dictators

The announcement by the American Civil Liberties Union last week that it was going to
investigate "illegal and undemocratic procedures and practices in certain unions" — including the influential International Ladies Garment Workers Union, known as the ILGWU, and a number of other labor organizations — united in an honor and useful in
the union movement. That is the case in the NMU,
which, in its struggle to protect the rights of its
members to organize, has faced many obstacles.
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the battle. Indeed, the
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write. P.O. Box No. 1019.

Two-Faced Exploitation and Evasion

In another letter, a member of the Socialist Workers Party. P.O. Box 1502,
replied: "The revolutionary socialists will go volontary work, the Socialist Outlook, and
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Nor are the trade unions un
merely a lobby — bigger than usual but not different in
character than the TUC, and still subject to its
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation is acting for more money to continue and expand its crimin­

The Jobless Cab Driver
By Robert Chester
SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 25 — At 1070 Mission
High Cost of the FBI
By Joseph Keller

A Tragorous Silence
By Frank Hoyt

Soci Defense leaders were in a state of shock yesterday, and also went to the courts and tried

Social Democrats Vote Approval to merger with SP

Social Democrats...